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Higher fasting DAG increased

willingness to work for preferred food: 

“hedonic tuning”

Homeostatic signals alter our urges 

(“wanting”). Ghrelin is an orexigenic 

gastro-intestinal hormone that: 
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Food “liking” Food “wanting”

increases motivation

to work for rewards [2] 

increases brain activity 
in food and reward 
related regions [3,4]
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Greater responses to food in the 

NTS in BED & greater responses 

in the NTS with higher fasting AG

Higher fasting 

AG levels
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Ghrelin amplifies the hedonic drive to pursue preferred food, 

while dysregulation in meal-induced reductions in ghrelin is 

associated with an elevated risk for BE. 
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Does ghrelin affect the 

motivation for food rewards and

the pathophysiology of binge 

eating disorder (BED)? 

rises upon fasting 

and drops after meals [1]
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Reduced early meal-induced 

decrease in DAG in BED

Dysregulated correspondence between 

early AG and late DAG changes in BED
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b = 0.94, p = .002
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Binge eating disorder (BED): 

• large amounts of food in short time

• accompanied with sense of 

loss of control over eating

Meta-analysis [4]:
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Ghrelin amplifies food reward 

Reduced early meal-

induced decrease in DAG

Decreased metabolic signal

Meals may not inhibit 

food seeking as effectively

Dysregulated correspondence 

between early changes in AG 

+ late changes in DAG
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